
Rockets aNd  
spacecrafts

DO
Cubs begin working in groups of 3-4 and discuss the objective of the activity with the help of a 
Scouter. Each group of Cubs will have one water rocket kit and one antacid rocket kit.

Rockets
• Assemble the water rocket kits by inserting three fins into an adapter. The adapter screws 

onto the threads at the top of standard soft drink bottles.
• Pour water into the pop bottle, using a funnel if necessary. To start with, load the bottle 

about 1/3 full of water. Later, you can experiment with different quantities of water.
• Thread the adapter onto the bottle and attach the air hose from a bicycle pump. Push the 

end of the air hose into the adapter’s nozzle and make sure it is firmly in place. 
• Place the “fueled” water rocket onto its tail fins. Fully extend the air hose and move 

everyone in your group away from the rocket. 
• Take turns pumping air into the rocket. The rocket will take off automatically when the air 

pressure inside the rocket is high enough.
• Watch the rockets carefully during their flight to make sure they won’t fall on anyone.
• Repeat this activity, launching a series of rockets with varied amounts of water. Try to 

predict how high a rocket will fly compared to the amount of water loaded on board. Try 

at least one launch with air only (no water).Try to determine how much water should be 
loaded for the rocket to reach maximum altitude. 

Ideas for further study
• Try different sizes of bottles. Try to predict which ones are likely to fly highest and which 

are likely to be most stable in flight.
• Invent a parachute system that will deploy on the rocket’s way down.

Antacid-Powered Rockets
• Fill a film canister one-third full of water.
• Drop in half an antacid tablet. 
• Snap the lid back on as soon as the half tablet is in the canister. 
• Place the canister lid down on the ground and stand back.
• (Alternatively, you can try this activity with vinegar and baking soda. Fill the film 

canister one-third full of vinegar, pack half a tea spoon of baking soda in thin tissue, put 
it in the canister and quickly close the cap, place the canister lid down on the ground 
and stand back.)
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PLAN
The Pack Scouters and Sixers will:
• Select an open area the size of a basketball court or larger. If it’s a windy day, 

set up your launch area closer to the side of the field from which the wind is 
coming so that the rockets will drift into the area as they come down.

• Snap all the antacid tablets in half before beginning.

The ChalleNge
In this activity, Cub Scouts will explore the basic principles of rocketry by constructing and launching rockets made from pop bottles. They will learn how 
pressure, developed from chemical reactions, can produce the thrust needed to power a rocket. 
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REVIEW
• Which rocket flew higher, the water rocket or antacid-powered rocket?
• Did the water rocket fly higher if it had more or less water in its bottle?
• What happened when you tried to launch the water rocket without water?

• Did the amount of water placed in the film canister affect the height of the 
rocket? Why?

• Did the amount of antacid tablet used affect how high the rocket flew? Why?
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MaterialS Needed:
Water Rocket
• 2 L plastic soft drink bottles
• Bottle rocket adapter kits
• Bicycle pumps
• Large portable water container
• Funnel (optional)

Antacid-powered rocket
• Film canisters
• Effervescent antacid tablets
• Water pitcher
• instead of antacid and water you can use  

baking soda and vinegar

Activity Time

Set up time 30 minutes

Presenting the problem and the material 10 minutes

Launch water rockets 20 minutes

Launch film canister rockets 20 minutes

Review 10 minutes

ImportaNt Note
This is an outdoor activity. To avoid injuries:
• Participants must stay well clear of the rockets 

while they are being launched.
• Participants must keep a sharp lookout to make 

certain they are not in the paths of flying rockets.

 


